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The above is a consequence (see [3, p. But x-L= {(a'/\x) Vy|y£7,} so that x-L=L gives a'A* = 0 and hence x-R= {(a'Ax) Vy|y£7v} = {y|y£7v} =R.
It is known (unpublished) that the center of any compact lattice is totally disconnected.
L. W. Anderson (Tulane dissertation, 1956) has shown that a compact connected lattice which is (topologically) situated in the plane is distributive.
In this case we see that all complemented elements are boundary-elements.
It would be interesting to know if the Theorem remains valid upon the deletion (in (ii)) of the stipulation that L be modular. The hypothesis of modularity was used only in obtaining the associativity of the multiplication.
Remark. If one desires to forego the commutativity of addition and multiplication then a modular lattice may be regarded (in many ways) as a ring-like system. For aEL (modular!) let x+y = (xf\a) Vy and xy = (xVa)AyIt is clear that addition and multiplication are idempotent and associative and that multiplication distributes over addition: indeed, (x+y)z = yz = xz+yz. Moreover x+a = a = xa for all x£L. If L has a zero or unit or if a has a complement then these elements play special roles, easily determined.
Presumably the lattice structure can be recovered from such ring-like systems.
